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evaluation result and finally present our conclusion.

Abstract
In this paper, we briefly describe several experimental
methods to solve MOAT at NTCIR-7. In the subtask of
opinionated sentence detection, two methods aiming to
extract the context information of each sentence are
proposed. Maximum Entropy model is used to predict the
polarity class. A rule-based pattern matching scheme is
devised to find topic-relevant sentence. For the subtask
of detecting holders and targets, the CRF model is
adopted.
Keywords: opinion analysis, maximum entropy,
conditional random field

2. Opinionated Sentence Detection
Opinionated sentence detection is the only mandatory
subtask defined in MOAT and is also the basis for
further opinion analysis. Two groups of results are
provided for this subtask. These results are predicted via
two different models: Maximum Entropy model and
Conditional Random Field model.

2.1. Maximum Entropy model

1. Introduction
Opinion analysis or sentiment analysis refers to a
broad area of natural language processing. It aims to
determine the attitude or opinion of a speaker or writer
with respect to a specific topic. This research area is
relatively new in NLP but has drawn extensive attention
in recent years. A basic task of opinion analysis is to
determine if a document or a sentence expresses a
subjective attitude of a speaker or writer. Other tasks in
opinion analysis include: determining the polarity of an
opinionated document or sentence; deciding the
relevance between an opinionated sentence and a topic;
extracting the opinion holder and opinion target from an
opinionated expressionˈetc.
Many traditional methods have been adopted in
opinion analysis ([1], [3]). However, the traditional
machine learning algorithms used in NLP application do
not perform well enough in opinion analysis ([1]).
Multilingual Opinion Analysis Task (MOAT) at
NTCIR-7 includes all the tasks described above: opinion
detection, polarity analysis, relevance determination,
holder and target detection. We participated in all 5
evaluation subtasks in both Traditional Chinese side and
Simplified Chinese side.
In the following sections, we first describe our
approaches adopted in each subtask, then analyze the

Maximum Entropy model is used in many NLP tasks
such as opinion analysis. In previous research, each
sentence is treated as an independent unit and features
used typically are unigrams, bigrams or Part-Of-Speech
tags ([1]).
The feature selection method mentioned above is easy
to perform. However, the assumption that sentences are
independent of each other is too rigid. In fact a sentence
is usually related to its context.
The opinion of a sentence is directly related to the
type of document it belongs to. For example, the
sentences in a poem are mostly subjective while the
sentences in a news story are largely objective. Thus
besides the words and POS tags features, we introduce
the global document subjectivity degree feature into
Maximum Entropy model. This feature is defined as
follows: let p be the percentage of opinionated sentence
in the document and D be the global document
subjectivity degree, then:
1.
If p > 60%, D is high
2.
If p < 30%, D is low
3.
Otherwise D is medium
In addition, some otherfeatures are also considered.
We assumed that the occurrence of a number suggests
objectivity, as in the sentence “⟤✢ᤨޔઍ⪇⚊឵
⢆วਗ-❢ؐਃජ⊖ం⟤ర⅋ૼᦨᄢวਗ᩺ዂᚑ㚂
ኅ ో  ᕈ ᇦ 㜚 ⥜ ㅢ ା  ม ⟤ ⢆ Ꮢ 㐿 ⋚  ឴ ” and
sentence “วਗᓟ㧘⟤✢⊛⢆᧲ዂᜬᣂ㓸⊖
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ಽਯච⊛ᄢᄙᢞ⢆ઝ㧘ᤨઍ⪇⚊ᜬ⊖ಽਯ྾ච
”ޕ. We also assumed the occurrences of an opinion
word and/or a proposal word indicate subjectivity. For
example, the proposal word “ Ⓐ ” (means “say”) in
sentence “ૉಫᣁਇὑᚲേ㧘ઁၷⒶ✢⊛ᬺോᙥᤚ
㊀ⴕ㌟⠰デ⑼ᛛ㧘⋡೨ὑᱛઁㅡ⒳㆙ㆶᤚᱜ⏕
⊛㧘ㅡ⟤✢⋡೨એౌජ⪦⸓᠊りዬ✢ോᬺ
⋖ ਥ  ” ޕand the opinion word “ ់ ⭥ ” (means
“suspicion”) in sentence “  ⬠ ࠛ  ᳝ ់ ⭥ ” both
indicate strong subjectivity bias. In our previous
experiment with NTCIR-6 datasets, adding these clues
into the classification models resulted in a 3 to 5 percent
improvement in F-measure. Thus in our experiment, the
number-exist indicator feature is used if the sentence
contains a number. The opinion-word feature is set if the
sentence contains a word in our pre-built opinion word
dictionary. And the proposal-word feature is included if
the sentence contains a word in proposal word dictionary.
The proposal word dictionary is built from NTCIR-6
MOAT task sample release and the opinion word
dictionary is combined from NTCIR-6 MOAT task
samples and NTU sentiment dictionary.
To classify a sentence with this method, we conduct a
two phase classification. In the first phase, we find the
global subjectivity degree of the document to which it
belongs. Support Vector Machine is an effective model
to do document classification. We first extract the
features from test dataset, which include words, POS
tags, then train the SVM model with the documents in
NTCIR-6 opinion analysis pilot task, and finally predict
the global subjectivity degree of each document to be
tested. In the second phase, we introduce global
subjectivity degree into Maximum Entropy model to
perform the opinionated/objective binary classification.

this subtask as a 4-class classification procedure. The 4
classes are positive, negative, neutral and nonopinionated.
Maximum Entropy model is used to predict the
polarity class. Features here used contain words, part-ofspeech tags, number-exist indicator, proposal-words
indicator and opinion-words indicator.
Since we conduct the opinionated sentence detection
and polarity classification independently, inconsistency
will arise between those two results. We resolve this
inconsistency with some simple rules:
1. If a sentence is predicted to be opinionated in
opinionated sentence detection but received a
non-opinionated class in polarity classification
task, its polarity class would be changed to
neutral.
2. Conversely, if a sentence is predicted to be nonopinionated in opinionated sentence detection
task but receive one of the {positive, negative,
neutral} classes in polarity classification task,
we would assign a non-opinionated class to this
sentence.

4. Relevance Analysis

Conditional Random Field (CRF) is a sequential
labeling model, which is a more aggressive way to
extract the context information. We employed this model
as an alternative way to detect opinionated sentence.
There are two ways to use this model. One is to
classify based on sentences and the other is based on
words. We choose the second way since that will make it
relatively easy to select features. Here we simply use
words, POS tags and opinion-word indicators as features.
Other features like number-exist feature is not included
to simplify our features templates used in the CRF model.
To do the classification, we segment each document
into a sequence of words, generate the features (words,
POS tags and opinion-word indicator), and label each
word as either opinionated or objective with CRF. After
the labeling procedure finished, we count the number of
each type of words in every sentence, and then tag a
sentence as opinionated if it contains more opinionated
words than objective words.

The topic relevance detection task is done via a rulebased approach.
The rules are:
1. Multiple patterns are defined for every topic.
Each pattern is a modified version of regular
expression.
2. A pattern is a set of words concatenated by
operators which include +, *, ~ and #. + is “or”
operator, * is “and” operator, \ is “exclude”
operator and # is “omit” operator.
3. If a sentence satisfies one of the patterns, we
judge that the sentence is relevant to this topic.
For example, we defined a pattern {ᩭ䆩,ᩭ, ,䆩
,ᩭሶ}+{ᩭሶ,ᩭᱞ}*{䆩偠,ᅲ偠,⌟䆩} for
topic N09 in traditional Chinese evaluation side.
According to the pattern mentioned above, the sentence
“น⢻ЎᰴЈ⇇᷷ᐲ⊛ᩭሶ䆩㧘੦හ↪᧪ᮨᢳᩭ
⊛ዊ㾘ᮨ” and the sentence “ਛᰴ䖯ⴕᩭሶ⋧
݇⌟䆩ᤚ৻ᐕ” satisfy this pattern, while the
sentence “ශᐲ⥄৻৾྾ᐕ㚂ᐲ䖯ⴕᩭሶ䆩
ᓟ㧘䆹࿖ቴ⑼ޔቇኅ⇛ϧኅᣠਇЎ䖭ਙᮨਖ
น㧘䖯ㅌ㓈⼱⊛ᩭᱞ╷ᗵ༈∩” does not satisfy
the pattern.
Patterns are generated via the following steps:
1. First, we extract the keywords from topic
description;
2. Then we expand this keywords to a larger set by
searching them in the search engines or by
finding similar words in documents;
3. Finally we inspect the documents to revise the
keywords set and devise the pattern.

3. Polarity Analysis

5. Holder and Target Detection

The polarity classification task is done independently
with the opinionated sentence detection subtask. We treat

Holder and target detection is very similar to the
Name Entity Recognition task. Both aim to extract some

2.2. Conditional Random Field Model
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entities from a sentence. Thus we treated this task as a
sequence labeling task and adopted CRF Model. NTCIR6 opinion analysis pilot task release data and NTCIR-7
MOAT sample release data are used to train the CRF
model.
The features we used include three categories:
1. Neighbor words in a [-4, 4] window;
2. Neighbor POS tags in a [-4, 4] window;
3. Neighbor proposal tags in a [-4, 4] window. A
proposal tag of a word is set to YES if this word
belongs to the proposal word dictionary defined
previously.
In all those features used above, we set all the
windows to the maximum value CRF++ can accept,
which can improve the model’s ability to detect very
long patterns but might also introduce some noises.
The label set {O, H, T} is used. If a word is labeled as
H/T/O, it means the word belongs to a holder/target/other
entity.
We conduct the opinion sentence detection and
holder/target recognition task independently, therefore
the results of these two tasks may not be consistent. The
following methods are presented to resolve the possible
contradiction:
1. Many sentences directly express the opinion of
the author, whose name is usually not present in
the text. Thus if a sentence is labeled as
opinionated but has no recognized holder, we set
the holder field of this sentence to
POST_AUTHOR. However, we are unable to
find a default value or pattern for target field. So
we simply set the target field to blanks when
contradiction happens.
2. If a sentence is labeled as non-opinionated but
has recognized holder/target, we just remove the
holder and target field.

6. Evaluation and Analysis
We participated in all subtasks in both Traditional
Chinese and Simplified Chinese side.
As stated in previous sections, we provide two groups
of results for opinionated sentence detection subtask.
One is predicted by Maximum Entropy model (iclpku-1)
and the other is by Conditional Random Field model
(iclpku-2). In Traditional Chinese side, iclpku-1 achieves
a relatively high precision 0.7, while the recall is not
very high, just 0.63. For iclpku-2, on the contrary, the
recall is higher than precision. But in Simplified Chinese
side, the performances of iclpku-1 and iclpku-2 are very
similar: precisions are both very low and recalls are both
high. The topics in Traditional Chinese and Simplified
Chinese corpus are largely overlapped, thus this
distinction might reflect some tagging-schemeinconsistency between the Traditional Chinese and
Simplified Chinese corpus.
Table 1 Opinionated Sentence Detection
Traditional Chinese
Lenient
Strict
P
R
F
P
R
F
Iclpku1 0.70 0.63
0.66
0.86
0.70
0.77
Iclpku2 0.58 0.74
0.65
0.74
0.79
0.76

Table 2 Opinionated Sentence Detection
Simplified Chinese
Lenient
Strict
P
R
F
P
R
F
Iclpku1 0.48
0.80
0.60
0.45
0.82
0.58
Iclpku2 0.44
0.80
0.57
0.40
0.83
0.54
The polarity analysis subtask has very strong
connection with opinionated sentence detection. As
expected, the polarity subtask results reveal patterns that
are very similar to those ones in opinionated sentence
detection.
The relevance detection subtask is very challenging.
But with a simple rule-based pattern extraction method,
we achieve the 5th highest result on F-measure (strict) in
Traditional Chinese side. This result suggests that the
keywords we pick can effectively distinguish the relevant
sentences from irrelevant ones on Traditional Chinese
dataset. However, since most sentences in Simplified
Chinese dataset are topic-relevant, it is difficult to
evaluate performance of our method on this dataset.
In holder detection subtask, with a simple method, we
achieve a relatively high result. But the same method
does not generalize well on target detection subtask. Two
reasons can explain this performance difference:
1. There exist some strong clues to suggest the
occurrence of holders, like “ϧᆊ䅸Ў” or ĀҪ
㸼⼎”,but the patterns for detecting target are
much less obvious.
2. The dataset for training CRF model contains
more instances of holder than of target.

7. Conclusion and Future Works
All the approaches we adopted here are relatively
simple, for the reasons that we believe simple method
could be effective if it is in the right direction and we
don’t have much experience in this area.
Basically, the results are close to our expectation but
not to our satisfaction. In the opinionated sentence
detection subtask, the two simple methods we provided
achieve an average result. To improve the performance
of models, some methods could be used in future work:
1. For Maximum Entropy model, it is necessary to
revise the features selection scheme, and more
opinion indicator features should be introduced
into models.
2. For Conditional Random Field model, predicting
based on words is too artificial. It is more natural
to predict based on sentences or clauses.
In the subtask of detecting holders and target, the
same methods get completely different results. CRF
model is suitable for holder detection subtask, to further
improve the performance, it is necessary to change the
template patterns and the features. On the other hand, we
should try other methods and models to detect target.
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